Versatility is the Key to Higher Profits!

SAUER SYSTEM calibrated adjustable die mounting brackets provide maximum versatility for rotary die cutters and other machines which require single thickness dies.

UNIVERSAL ADJUSTMENT
Horizontal and vertical elongated slots machined in the die mounting brackets allow universal positioning on the die drum.

MULTIPLE USES FOR SAME DIES
Any type die which is used for multiple sizes of boxes can be used within these brackets. Virtually any size five panel folder can be produced using one set of corner cut and end slot holders. A minimum panel length between end slots will be 2” with 3-1/2” on the next panel. Lok-Bottom boxes with different panel depths can also be run using a single set of dies.

SIMPLE SET-UP
A calibrated shrink scale is mounted on the outer diameter of the die mounting bracket. This scale permits “off the machine” set-ups which reduces machine “down time”.

Sauer System...Engineered to help you make better boxes with quicker setups.